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EVOLVING WATER IAW AND
MANAGEMENT IN THE U.S.: MONTANA
IRMA S. RUSSELL*
I.

INTRODUCTION

The availability of water or the lack thereof has influenced the evolution of
each state and the laws of each state. The development of water law naturally
grew from the realities of water and other resources in different areas of the
country and the need for water for industry, agriculture, and other enterprises.
The evolution and development of water management in Montana provides a good example of water management in the western United States. From
the beginnings of Montana and of the West as a region, water sat at the top of
the list of essentials for human occupancy and use of the area. Indeed, water is
arguably the defining characteristic of the West. In his overview of geography
and water, Stephen Grace memorably emphasized the irreducible impact of
water in his book DAM NATION: How WATER SHAPED THE WEST AND
WILL DETERMINE ITS FUTURE:
Though the United States as a whole has a wealth of freshwater, the resource
most vital to life is not distributed evenly throughout the nation. The 100'
meridian ... provides a dividing line for rainfall.... Land west of the line,
with the exception of a strip of temperate rainforest along the Pacific Northwest coast and scattered patches of lushness on mountain slopes, receives less
than twenty inches of precipitation-not enough for crops to flourish without
irrigation. Simply put, the West begins where moisture tapers off and dryness
takes over.
While all know Mark Twain's alleged line about drinking whiskey and
fighting over water,' evidence of the competition for water pre-dates Twain.
Water has been recognized as a vital resource throughout the history of humankind. In fact, the Latin root for rival, rivalis, means "one using the same stream
as another."' The word signals the dependency of people on water and the

* Professor and Edward A. Smith/ Missouri Chair in Law, the Constitution, and Society, University of Missouri-Kansas City School of Law. The author gratefully acknowledges the capable
research assistance of Katelyn Hepburn, Traci Hayes, Isaac Straub, and Ryan Hohl.
1. STEPHEN GRACE, DAM NATION: How WATER SHAPED THE WEST AND WILL DETERMINE ITS FUTURE at xi (2012).

2. Whiskey Is lor Dnikhag; Water Is for Fkhang Ovei; QUOTE INVESTIGATOR,
http://quoteinvestigator.com/2013/06/03/whiskey-water/ (last visited Oct. 8, 2016) (explaining
that, although Twain died in 1910 and the quote "Whiskey is for drinking and water is for
fighting" cannot be found until the secretary of South Dakota Department of Water and Natural
Resources says it in 1983, the quote is often attributed to Twain).
3. GRACE, supra note 1, at 39.
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dramatic nature of the competition for water. Early in the history of the United
States, the move toward a comprehensive approach to water planning failed to
gain support despite the efforts of the legendary explorerJohn Wesley Powell.
Powell warned that a water plan was essential to manage the conflict over water
in the arid West. However, Congress rejected the idea of managing development through creating small communities.' Instead, it encouraged private development and launched ambitious federal projects that made use of diverted
water to deserts and plains.
American water law, including the important issue of allocation of water
resources, is largely a matter of state law. Despite the fact that western states
have similar approaches to water, there are differences among the states, which
are not wholly attributable to precipitation levels. Law and policies vary significandy from state to state and region to region. This point is illustrated powerfully by Stephen Grace:
Wade in a stream in Montana, and as long as you stay within the high water
mark, no one should bother you because it is your right according to the Montana Supreme Court. But cross the border into Wyoming and set foot-or
even drop anchor from a boat-on the bottom of a river, and you could find
yourself being prosecuted for trespassing tinder Wyoming state law. Paddle
down a river in Colorado and you might get wrapped around barbed wire
strung tightly across the current: a common practice of landowners in the state
to keep the public from floating streams commercialized for private ranching
and fishing.'
Although state law is the dominant force in water law and water allocation,
federal law has played a significant role in the development of the laws of the
states. Federal law controls disputes and claims related to reserved federal rights
and reserved Indian water rights. State management of water rights stems from
the inclusion of water as a public resource in the constitutions and statutory law
of many of the western states.!
State appropriative water rights and federal and Indian reserved water rights
differ in origin and definition. Generally, water rights are created and governed
by state law, but Indian reserved water rights and federally reserved water rights
are created by treaties, federal statutes, and executive orders. State courts hear
claims on both types of rights."o Treaties and federal rights preempt state law by
virtue of the Supremacy Clause." Federal law has affected the availability of
4. Howard Berkes, The Vision offJohn Wesley Powell, NPR (Aug. 26, 2003), http://www.
npr.org/programs/atc/features/2003/aug/water/partl.html.
5. Id.
6. GRACE, supi-a note 1, at xviii.
7. Id.
8. Id. at 38.
9.

See JOHN A. FOLK-WILLIAMS & JAMES S. CANNON, WATER FOR THE ENERGY MARKET

19 (1983).
10. See State ex rel. Greely v. Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes of the Flathead Reservation, 712 P.2d 754, 758 (Mont. 1985) (holding Water Use Act was adequate to adjudicate federal and Indian reserved rights and federal reserved water rights).
11. U.S. CONsT. art. VI, cl. 2 (stating "This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States
which shall be made in pursuance thereof and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and the judges in every
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useable water. Under the authority of the Commerce Clause, Congress passed
the Clean Water Act, asserting federal jurisdiction to prohibit the discharge of
a pollutant into the waters of the U.S. and requiring a permit for dredge and fill
of wetlands." In so doing, the federal law has extended significant protections
and has enhanced usable water. Similarly, the Safe Drinking Water Act protects the quality of water, enhancing the availability of usable water." Federal
courts have recognized the duty of the state to act as a fiduciary and to hold
properties such as submerged lands, and waters in trust for the people under
the public trust doctrine." Attempts have failed to state a right to a clean and
healthful environment in the United States Constitution," but certain states have
articulated the right of persons to a clean environment."
II. THE HISTORY OF WATER IN MONTANA AND THE WEST
The importance of water to the history and development of Montana can
hardly be overstated. Montana's first irrigation statute was passed by the Territorial legislature over two decades before Montana achieved statehood in 1889."
In 1865, Montana's first irrigation statute limited diversions to riparian landowners and provided for local commissions to apportion water in times of scarcity.'" Also, in 1885, Montana enacted a statute to simplify the process for establishing water rights." The statute intended to create a record of the right
"both for the security of the appropriator and for the benefit of others who
might desire to invest in subsequent appropriations and who would need to
know the nature of prior rights to which new appropriations would be subject.""
The procedure required the posting of a notice at the point of intended diver-

state shall be bound thereby, anything in the constitution or laws of any state to the contrary
notwithstanding.'9); see Chapman v. Houston Welfare Rights Org., 441 U.S. 600, 613 (1979).
12. JAY E. AUSTIN AND D. BRUCE MYERS JR., ANCHORING THE CLEAN WATER Acr:
CONGRESS'S CONSTITUTIONAL SOURCES OF POWER TO PROTECT THE NATION'S WATERS 2

2
(2007), https://www.acslaw.org/files/Clean%2OWater%2OAct%20Issue% OBrief.pdf; Section 404
(last visited Oct
http://www.epa.gov/cwa-404/section-404-permit-program
EPA,
PermitProgram,

9,2016).
13. 42 U.S.C. SS 300f-300j (2012).
14. See District of Columbia v. Air Florida, Inc., 750 F.2d 1077, 1083-84, (D.C. Cir. 1984);
see also, National Audubon Soc'y v. Superior Court, 658 P.2d 709, 724 (Cal. 1983).

15.

Mary Ellen Cusack, Judicial Iterpretationof Stale ConstitutionalRights to a Halthfid

Environrmen4 20 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REv. 173, 174 (1993) (noting that attempts to amend the
U.S. Constitution in 1968 and 1970 failed).

16. See Sylvia Ewald, State Court Adjjudication of Environmental Rights: Lessons fiom the
Adjudication of the R4ht to Education andthe Riht to Wlare, 36 COLUM. J. ENvTL. L. 413,
420-21 (2011) (discussing varying constitutional declarations of Hawaii, Illinois, Massachusetts,
Montana, Pennsylvania, and Rhode Island to a healthy environment, a clean environment, natural resources).
17. Proclamation No. 7, 26 Stat. 1551 (1891); DONALDJ. PISANI, WATER, LAND, AND LAW
IN THE WEST: THE LIMITS OF PUBLIC POLICY, 1850-1920, at 17 (1st ed. 1996).

18.

Id.

19. Albert W. Stone, ProblemsArising Out ofMontana 's Law of Water Rihis, 27 MONT.
L. REV. 3 (1965), http://scholarship.law.umtedu/cgi/viewcontent.cgiarticle= 1124&context-mir
[hereinafter lioblems Arishigj.

20.

Id.
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sion, including information about the diverter, and, within twenty days thereafter, filing a notice of appropriation with the county clerk." According to Professor Albert Stone," this statutory system was inadequate and allowed for selfserving filings that overstated the use made of listed water and led to "endless
litigation" over the rights."
Like other Western states, Montana's system of water allocation developed
from the legal doctrine of prior appropriation." Also like other states, the system is more complicated than the simple label of "prior appropriation" may
convey." The Montana Constitution of 1889 declared that "The use of all water ... and the right of way over the lands of others .. . shall be held to be a
public use."" Author DonaldJ. Pisani notes the variations among western states
in their approach to prior appropriation law, specifically addressing the attempt
to balance riparianism and appropriation by Utah, Idaho, Montana, Colorado,
and Wyoming."
The legislatures of Montana and other western states embraced the prior
appropriation doctrine, codifying the common law doctrine in the belief that
the doctrine would stimulate productive enterprises such as mining and irrigation." The prior appropriation doctrine was first articulated by the California
Supreme Court in the 1855 mining case of Imnl* v. Phip2js." The right of prior
appropriation announced in Phillips rested on the principle that "courts are
bound to take notice of the political and social condition of the country, which
they judicially rule."" The court notes established norms of diversion and appropriation of water, stating that "a system has been permitted to grow up by
the voluntary action and assent of the population, whose free and unrestrained
occupation of the mineral region has been tacitly assented to by the one government, and heartily encouraged by the expressed legislative policy of the other."
The court also noted the reliance interest of those who diverted water "by costly
artificial works" 2 and the public nature of the property involved." Each western

2 1. Id.
&

22. See David L. Pengelly, In Menorian Professor Albert W Stone, 18 PUB. LAND
REsOURCEs L. Ryv. 1 (1997) (describing Professor Stone as "pinary architect" of Montana's
water law).
23. Pioblems Aliing, supianote 19, at 4.
24. Donald D. MacIntyre, The Ptior Appropriation )octrine in Montana: Rooted in MidNineteenth Centiy Goals-Responding to Twenty-hrst CenturyNeeds, 55 MONT. L. Rrv. 303,

303-04 (1994).
25. See geneidaly id.
26. MONT. CONST. art. III, § 15 (1889), http://www.umt.edu/mediaVlaw/libraiy/Montana
Constitution/Miscellaneous%20Documents/1889_const.pdf.
27. PISANI, supra note 17, at 17.
28. See Reed D. Benson, Alive butIrrelevant:The PriorAppropiajtionDoctrie in Today's
Western Water Law, 83 U. COLO. L. REv. 675, 676-80 (2012).
29. Irwin v. Phillips, 5 Cal. 140, 146 (Cal. 1885).

30. Id.
31.

Id.

32.
33.

Id.
Id.
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state holds public or state ownership of the water resources within its boundaries." Accordingly, the rule of prior appropriation from Phillips applies generally to water resources in these states without regard to whether the water is
accessed on private or public lands.
III. GROUNDWATER AND STREAMS - PRIOR APPROPRIATION
Montana's prior appropriation doctrine has evolved over time. The origin
of the appropriation system in Montana developed largely from the dominance
of mining in the early history of the state." The "Colorado doctrine," as prior
appropriation has been called, came out of the mountain states, primarily Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana."
Under the appropriation doctrine, the key factor is that amount of water actually
needed for the specified beneficial use." Recognition of a right to water use
resulted in new property and a new market. In Montana, water rights attach to
the land upon which the water is used and, like other property rights, can be
sold or transferred." The saying "first in time, first in right," describes the foundational principle of prior appropriation:"
A water right carries with it a priority date which is usually the date that the first
act is done to initiate the right. An appropriation having a prior right in time
has precedence over water rights with a later priority date. In other words,
"first in tirne is first in right.""
Montana waters in all forms belong to the state on behalf of its citizens."
Under the Montana approach, "beneficial use" of water is "the basis, the measure, and the limit of [a water] right."" As in other western states, the requirement of beneficial use of water is crucial to the creation and enforcement of
34. See LawrenceJ. MacDonnell, IriorApproprialion:AReassessment, 18 U. Denv. Water
L. Rev. 228, 287 (2015) (citing GEITCHES, WATER LAW IN A NUTSHELL 84-86 (4th ed. 2009)).
35. See Elizabeth Arnold, The 3attle over Water Rights, NPR (Aug. 28, 2003), http://www.
3
npr.org/prograns/atc/features/2003/aug/water/part .html.
36.

ALBERT W. STONE, MONTANA WATER LAW FOR THE 1980s 20 (1981) (citing Mettler v.

Ames Realty Co., 201 P. 702 (Mont. 1921)) Ihereinafter MONTANA WATER LAW FOR THE
1980sl.
37. See id. at 58-59; see also High Plains A&M, LLC v. Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District, 120 P.3d 710, 717 (Colo. 2005).
38. WRIGHT WATER ENG'RS, INC. & FRANKJ. TRELEASE, MONT. DEP'T OF NAT. RES. AND
CONs., WATER RES. Div., A WATER PROTECTION STRATEGY FOR MONTANA: MISSOURI RIVER
BASIN, at 1-5 (1982), https://archive.org/details/6CF44514-F33D-41A4-B57F-CCOAD3555C58

Ihereinafter
39.

TRELEASEI.

See Lawrence J. MacDonnell, Prior Appropriation: A Reassessment, 18 U. DENV.

WATER L. REv. 228, 280 (2015); see alo Charles F. Wilkinson, PriorAppropiation1848-1991,
21 ENvTL. L. v., at vi (1991).
40. TRELEASE, supra note 38, at 5.

41.
(2014),

MONT. DEP'T OF NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION ET AL., WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA 1

http://leg.mt.gov/content/Publications/Environmental/2014-water-rights-handbook.pdf

[hereinafter 2014 WATER RIGHTS HANDBOOK].
42.

UNIV. OF MONTANA SCHOOL OF LAw LAND USE & NAT. RES. CLINIC, WATER RIGITFS

IN MONTANA 5 (2014), https://courts.mt.gov/portals/1 13/water/UMWaterRightsStudy.pdf
Ihereinafter WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA 20141; see also Reed D. Benson, Alive but Irrelevant:
The PriorAppropriation )octrne in Today's Western Water Law, 83 U. COLO. L. REV. 675,

680 (2012).
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water rights."' In contrast to the riparian rights doctrine established in eastern
states," the prior appropriation doctrine places the burdens and risks of water
scarcity on junior interests." Because the doctrine required no document filing,
there were no clear or reliable records of the water use or the claim of right,
and disputes were supported by oral testimony.
After persisting for generations, the concept of water allocation in Montana
changed when the state congress passed the Water Use Act in response to the
adoption of a new constitution in 1972." Prior to the passage of the Water Use
Act in 1973, Montana's water users faced little impediment to water appropriation. Laws relating to water rights presented a permissive approach free from
strict statutory requirements. To acquire a right, an appropriator simply diverted water and applied it to beneficial use.' Early statutes referred to recording water rights with the state district courts, but the recording was voluntary
rather than required." As a result, factual uncertainty about water rights presented numerous problems and delayed the process of establishing the modern
system.
Montana recognizes the right of all people to a clean and healthful environment, including uncontaminated water." Montana is one of a few states that set
forth the right in the constitution rather than in a statutory declaration.' In fact,
movements to amend the United States Constitution to declare the right to a
clean environment have been unsuccessful." After much debate among the
delegates to the Montana Constitutional Convention, the convention passed the
1972 Montana Constitution which stated that persons have a right to a clean
and healthful environment:
All persons are born free and have certain inalienable rights. They include
the right to a clean andhealthfulenvironmentand the rights of pursuing life's
basic necessities, enjoying and defending their lives and liberties, acquiring,
possessing and protecting property, and seeking their safety, health and happiness in all lawfil ways. In enjoying these rights, all persons recognize corresponding responsibilities.53

The Constitution also recognizes existing rights and, additionally, rights of
the public to water." Before the 1973 Water Use Act, some cases suggest that
to establish a valid appropriation, a user needed to show evidence of a diversion

43.

See Benson, supra note 42, at 681.

44. Id. at 680.
45. See GRACE, supra note 1, at 39 (noting that "damage caused by the region's frequent
droughts is distributed disproportionately" to those with junior water rights).
46. MONT. CONST. art. IX, § 3; WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA 2014, supranote 42, at 5.
47. See WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA 2014, supra note 42, at 5.

48. Id.
49. Id.
50. See Montana Env. Info. Ctr. v. Dep't of Env. Quality, 988 P.2d 1236, 1249 (Mont.
1999) (holding discharge of arsenic-containing water implicates the right to a clean and healthful
environment).
51. MONT. CONSr. art. II, § 3.

52. See Cusack, supra note 15, at 174.
53. MONT. CONST. art. II, § 3 (emphasis added).
54. Id. art. IX, § 3.
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from a "watercourse" as opposed to temporary waters.". The distinction between natural watercourses and temporary water in Montana led to "cases involving damages caused by diversions or obstructions which resulted in flooding
neighboring land."" In a 1965 law review article, Professor Stone described the
statutory method of establishing water rights and disputed the distinction, stating
that "it should make no difference, in the appropriation of water, whether the
source of supply is a 'watercourse.""' The Water Use Act abrogated the distinction between watercourses and surface waters" and clarified the law of the
area by defining "water" as "all water of the state, surface, and subsurface, regardless of its character or manner of concurrence, including ... geothermal
water."'9
IV. MONTANA'S MODERN APPROACH
The modern approach to water management in Montana is generally regarded as beginning fifty-two years ago. The 1972 Constitution recognized private, existing water rights." Additionally, it recognizes rights of the public to
water." Article IX provides that "[tihe use of all waters ... land] right-of-way
over the lands of others for all ditches .

.

. shall be held to be a public use.""

Section 3 of Article IX states that all waters ". . . are the property of the state for
the use of its people and are subject to appropriation for beneficial uses as provided by law."' Subparagraph 4 of section 3 directs the legislature to provide
for the administration and regulation of water rights, as well as a system of centralized records of ownership and use to supplement already-existing system of
local records."
On July 1, 1973, the Water Use Act became effective in Montana." The
Act did not destroy the basic prior appropriation concept. Rather, it required
certain procedures for changing and acquiring new water rights post-1973."
Montana's definition of "waters" is inclusive, in that it encompasses "all water
of the state, surface and subsurface, regardless of its character or manner of
occurrence, including but not limited to geothermal water, diffuse surface water,
and sewage effluent."6 ' Montana law limits the acquisition of water rights, declaring that "[alfter July 1, 1973, a person may not appropriate water except as
provided in this chapter."" To emphasize the point, the statute reiterates: "A
right to appropriate water may not be acquired by any other method, including
55. See Meine v. Ferris, 247 P.2d 195, 196 (1952) (citing Popham v. Holloron, 275 P. 1099,
1102 (1929)).
56. MONTANA WATER LAW FOR THE 1980s, supra note 36, at 30-31.
57. ProblemsArising; supra note 19, at 8.
58. See id. at 19.
59. MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-2-102(26) (2015).
60. MONT. CONsT. art. IX, § 3.1.
61. Id. art. IX, § 3.3.
62. Id. art. IX, S 3.2.
63. Id. art. IX, § 3.3.
64. Id. art. IX, § 3.4.
65. See 2014 WATER RIGHTs HANDBOOK, supra note 41, at 2.
66. MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-2-301(1)-(4) (2015).
67. Id. § 85-2-102(26).
68. Id. § 85-2-301(1).
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by adverse use, adverse possession, prescription, or estoppel. The method prescribed by this chapter is exclusive."" The statute also makes clear that all appropriation of water within the state requires beneficial use." Beneficial uses
include, but are not limited to, "agriculture (including stock water), domestic,
fish and wildlife, industry, irrigation, mining, municipal, power, and recreation.""
Montana defines groundwater by statute as any water "beneath the ground
surface."" The fundamental management concepts that apply to surface water
also apply to groundwater. The Montana Department of Natural Resources
and Conservation (DNRC) plays a central role in water resource management
and adjudication." The DNRC oversees the process of water allocation." The
DNRC's 2015 Montana State Water Plan summarizes the work of regional Basin Advisory Councils in Montana's four main river basins in order to address
water management issues on a statewide basis."
The Water Act of 1973 required that water users file with the DNRC to
declare new rights by diversion to put the water to beneficial use." After the Act
came into effect, documentation of water rights arising after the day the Act
came into effect are subject to this requirement.77 As a practical matter, the Act
presented new problems, as it overlooked hundreds of thousands of valid water
rights created prior to the passage of the Act. There was no formal accounting
of rights acquired before the Act, making enforcement of the rights problematic.
To address the problem, the state launched a massive state-wide adjudication
of pre-1973 water rights in an effort to establish with certainty the existing water
rights in Montana." This adjudication included all pre-1973 water rights, and
claims to those pre-1973 water rights had to be filed with the DNRC by April
30, 1982.7' Those asserting ownership submitted over 200,000 claims by the
deadline." The Act declared that failure to file a claim by this deadline would
result in abandonment of the right."' However, the legislature later re-opened

69. Id
70. Id.

85-2-301(3).
85-2-301(1).

71. TRELEASE, supranote 38, at1-3.
72. MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-2-102(13) (2015).
73. See WaterJesoUres,MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION, http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water (last visited Oct. 2, 2016) [hereinafter WaterResources.
74.

See MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION, MONTANA STATE WATER PLAN 18

(2015), http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/nanagement/state-water-plan/2015
pdL

mt-waterplan.

75. Id. at 2.
76.

MONT. DEP'T OF NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION ET AL., WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA 27

(2008), http://Ieg.mt.gov/content/Publications/environmental/2008waterights.pdf.
77. 2014 WATER RIGHTS HANDBOOK, supra note 41, at 3-5.
78. MONT. DEPT or NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION, WHAT IS WATER RIGHTS ADIUDICATION? 1 (2015), http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/ranagement/docs/training-and-education/7
what is-water-righ tsadjudication.pdf 1hereinafter WHAT IS WATER RIGHTS ADJUDICATION].
79. Id.
8 0. Id
8 1. Id.
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the filing period to allow these pre-existing water users to file." The filing deadline for late claims was July 1, 1996-an extension of 14 years." After this extension, the DNRC accepted no further claim filings with the exception of some
unusual subordination provisions beyond the scope of this discussion."
In 1979, the state legislature created the Montana Water Court and tasked
it with adjudicating water rights and Indian and Federal reserved water rights."
The court had over 200,000 claims to resolve." The court is a special district
court with exclusive jurisdiction to determine the characteristics of existing water
rights, including claims of abandonment." Although the original conclusion of
the adjudication was expected by the mid-1990s, the current projected completion date is 2028."
The Chief Justice of the Montana Supreme Court appoints a Chief Water
Judge from a list of nominees submitted by the Montana Judicial Nomination
Committee." In addition, division water judges are designated in each of Montana's four major water divisions: (1) the Lower Missouri River, (2) the Upper
Missouri River, (3) the Yellowstone River, and (4) the Clark Fork River." At its
creation, the court had one water judge ("Water Judge") and five water masters
("Water Masters"). Today, the Associate Water Judge (Judge Douglas Ritter)
joins the Chief Water Judge (Judge Russell McElyea).m Additionally, twelve
Water Masters, appointed by the Chief Water judge, and several clerks and
support staff join in this work." Water Masters and support staff are assigned
to particular basins around the state."
V. ADJUDICATION OF WATER RIGHTS IN MONTANA
Of the 84 water basins in Montana, only five have final decrees." As part
of the process, the DNRC has examined the rights of each basin, considered
objections and counter-objections, issued remarks and objections, and the court
has issued a final decree relating to the basin. The remaining basins are now
undergoing or awaiting adjudication. Some are the subject of Preliminary or
Temporary Preliminary Decrees and await the issuance of a Final Decree, such
82. TEDJ. DONEY MODIFIED AND UPDATED BY C. BRUCE LOBLE, BASIC MONTANA WATER
LAw 7 (2010), https://courts.mt.gov/Portals/ 13/water/guides/basicaw.pdf.
83. 2014WATER RIGHTS HANDBOOK, supra note 41, at 9.
84. MONT. CODE ANN. S 85-2-221(4) (2015).
85. See generally Water Courts, MONT.JUDICIAL BRANCH, http://courts.nt.gov/water (last
visited Oct 4, 2016) [hereinafter Water Courisl.
86. 2014WATER RIGHTS HANDBOOK, supranote 41, at 8.
87. Water Courts, supranote 85.
88. MONT. LEGIs. AUDIT Div., WATER RIGHTS ADJUDICATION (2010), http://Ieg. mtgov/
conteniiPublications/Audit/Sumnary/09P-09-summary.pdf [hereinafter Water Adjudicationl.
89. Water Courts, supra note 85.
90. MONT. CODE ANN. §§ 3-7-101 to 102 (2015).

91.

Water Courts, supra note 85.

92. MONT. STATE BAR, GUIDE TO THE COURTS 5-6 (2012), https://courts.mt.gov/portals
/113/library/guides/guidetomtcourtpdf.
93. See 2014 WATER RIGHTS HANDBOOK, supranote 41, at 7.
94. See UPPER CLARK FORK RIVER BASIN STEERING COMM., How WILL COMPLETION OF
THE ADJUDICATION AFFECT WATER MANAGEMENT IN MONTANAP 2 (2006), http://leg.mt.gov/
content/Committees/Intein/2005_2006/environmental qualitycouncil/staffnemos/watennanagement.pdf.
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as the Two Medicine river basin." In the majority of cases the court has yet to
begin the adjudication process. As the discussion above suggests, the adjudication of each basin takes many years.
Different divisions within the DNRC and other agencies work together on
aspects of water management, including the Montana Water Rights Division,"
the Montana Water Adjudication Bureau," and the Montana Reserved Water
Rights Compact Commission." The Divisions of Conservation and Resource
Development helps citizens, local governments, and state agencies to develop,
protect, and manage the natural resources of the state through financial and
technical assistance." The Conservation Districts Bureau is responsible for financial and technical assistance relating to water management including assisting
with the Montana Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act, which focuses
on protection of water resources for beneficial purposes."' The Financial Bureau issues loans for public projects, including water projects, and the Resource
Development Bureau runs a grant and loan program that helps with water management."' The Water Resources Division compiles data on water flow
throughout the state, maintaining twenty-four dams and 250 miles of irrigation
canals."' The Reserved Water Rights Compact Commission negotiates water
rights, giving citizens a voice in the drafting of water compacts."' Other Montana
agencies also impact water management. For example, the Montana Board of
Oil and Gas Conservation regulates oil and gas activities in the state, investigating oil and gas operations" and monitoring underground drinking water resources under The Safe Water Drinking Act and EPA regulations regarding
wells."
As part of the adjudication process, the DNRC reviews the history and
95. MONT. WATER CT., NOTICE OF ENTRY OF PRELIMINARY DECREE AND NOTICE OF
AVAILABILITY FOR THE IWO MEDICINE RIVER 1 (2015), http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/ ad-

judication/basin-documents/notice
MISSOURI

41m.pdf;

MONT.
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RIVER, BETWEEN BULLWHACKER CREEK & MUSSELSHELL RIVER BASIN 401J

ABSTRACT OF WATER RIGHT CLAIM 1 (2014), http://dnrc.nt.gov/divisions/water/adjulication/
basin-documents/40ej-part6.pdf.
96. Water Resources, supra note 73.
97. WaterAcludication, supra note 88.
98. Reserved Water Rights Compact Conmission, MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION, http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/eserved-water-rights-conpact-commiiission (last visited Oct. 8,

2016).

99. ConservationandResource Development, MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION,
http://dnrc.nt.gov/divisions/cardd (last visited Oct. 6, 2016).
100.
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AND LAND PRESERVATION Act (2012), http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/water/operations/docs/floodplain/training/seminars/2012/310 peimitting.pdf; Conservationand Resource Development, supra note 91.
101. Renewable Resource Loans to Pivate Entities, MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES.
CONSERVATION, http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/cardd/resource-development/renewable-resourcegrant-program/i-enewable-resource-loans-to-piivate-entiies (last visited Oct. 6, 2016); Conservation and Resouree Development, supra note 91.
102. Directors Office, MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES. & CONSERVATION (Jan. 2013),
http://dnrc.mt.gov/divisions/directors-otlice.
103. RIeserved Water I?ghts Compact Commission, supra note 98.
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Summaries.asp (last visited OcL 8, 2016).
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4.5

rights of a water basin, including pre-1973 water rights claims.o' After review,
7
the DNRC sends to the water court its summary of water rights in that basin.
The Water Court reviews this information, publishes it, and provides notice to
all water right holders in the basin."' This publication begins the first objection
period in which water users review claims and state objections to information
included about their claims and about other claims in the basin they see as inaccurate based on current or historical uses of water."' In addition, and in many
cases, the DNRC places "issue remarks" on the abstract based on the evidence
that it finds about the water right that may contradict what the user originally
claimed.' After the objection period closes, the Water Master assigned to the
basin in question organizes and consolidates claims, noting objections and issue
remarks." All issue remarks and objections must be resolved for every claim
in the basin before the court can issue a final decree, determining all pre-1973
water rights in the basin."'
Typically, Water Masters are able to assist parties in coming to some kind
of agreement, or they may instruct a party to work with the DNRC to provide
additional evidence to resolve issue remarks."' Most cases are resolved by settlement, although some go to hearing. Once parties resolve issue remarks and
objections, Water Masters write Masters Reports, which are essentially recommendations to the Water Judge about what the water right should be based on
the evidence presented at trial, or on a stipulation submitted to the court by the
parties."' Parties have an opportunity to object to the Master's Report."' If
there are no objections, the Water Judge typically issues an Order Adopting the
Master's Report."' If a party objects to the report, the case goes to the Water
Judge for review."' Appeals to a final order go to the Montana Supreme
Court."'
VI. INDIAN & FEDERAL RESERVED RIGHTS
Indian water rights occupy a special category of rights, trumping all other
water rights with the exception of federal reserved rights. Each reservation in
Montana has a compact with the state, which is set forth in the Montana Code,

106. See Water Resowres, supra note 73; Water Adjudica6on, supra note 88; see also Reserved Water Rights Compact Commission, supra note 98.
107. See Water ?esources, supra note 73.
108. WHAT IS WATER RIGHTS ADJUDIcATION, supra note 78.

109.

Id.
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UnderstidingAbstractsfor Statements ofClaim in Montana, MONT. DEP'T NAT. RES.

& CONSERVATION, http://leg.mt.gov/content/Sessions/64th/Infonnational-Meetings/CSKr-Com
pact-Documents/Understanding-Abstracts-for-Statenents-of-Claimn-in-Montana.docx (last visited
Oct. 8, 2016).
111.

See id.

112.
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113.
114.
115.
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Title 85 chapter 20. These compacts modified or abrogated original treaty provisions,"'9 and the rights of the tribes may be further defined by litigation. The
Fort Belknap Indian Reservation in Montana serves as an example of such
rights by compact. In June 1898, on behalf of the Fort Belknap Reservation,
the Reservation's agent filed for water from the Milk River arguing that the tribal
water rights were reserved when the reservation was created:'
"IT] he waters of the Milk River were 'part and parcel' of the reservation...
and never became pubhlic waters subject to appropriation by any person under
state or federal laws. The Indians, [the tribe's lawyer] maintained, were riparian owners with the right to demand an unimpeded flow in the river, andciting the Rio Grande case-he insisted that the United States had, in creating
the Indian reservations, 'reserved' as much water as necessary to develop
them."'
In August 1905, the Montana District Court granted an injunction blocking
diversions from the Milk River that infringed on the Indian right, and upstream
farmers promptly lodged an appeal that eventually reached the U.S. Supreme
Court in the case of Witers v. UnitedStates.'' In addition, water users posted
notices of appropriation to alert senior appropriators of additional water rights
sought to irrigate crops on the Milk River."' The Supreme Court held that the
rights of the tribes on Fort Belknap reservation pre-existed the right to prior
appropriation by water users, and the later admission of Montana into the Union did not abrogate the tribal rights to water necessary for use on the reservation despite the equal footing doctrine. The Court's determination relied upon
its interpretation of treaties in favor of Indians and the reality that the reservation
lands were arid and essentially valueless without irrigation from the river."'
Indian water rights existed despite the fact that the tribes never filed for
water rights under state or territorial law, nor had the tribes ever used the water." The solicitor general of the United States explained, "It]he Indian case is
exceptional and their rights antedate [the] modern evolution of the law of waters."'. The Court concluded that water rights were implied in favor of the
Indians on the Fort Belknap reservation from an agreement of 1888, in which
the Indians ceded to the United States all their lands except a small tract of
reserved land."' In its decision, the Court noted that the power of the federal
government to "reserve the waters and exempt them from appropriation under

119. See, e.g., MONT. CODE ANN. § 85-20-1901. "The Parties expressly reserve all rights not
granted, recognized or relinquished in this Compact, including but not limited to the iight to the
continued exercise by members of the Tribes of Tribal off-Reservation rights to hunt, fish, trap
and gather food and other materials, as reserved in Article III of the Hellgate Treaty of July 16,

1855 (12 Stat. 975)."
120.
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PIsANI, supranote 17, at 46.
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123.
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125.

Winters v. United States, 207 U.S. 564, 569 (1908).
Id. at 576-77.
Donald J. Pisani, State vs. Nation, 51 PAC. HIST. REv. 265, 277 (1982).
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127. See Wl'ntcrs, 207 U.S. at 577 (upholding power of Montana government to reserve waters
for use of Indians under treaty and exempt lands from appropriation).
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the state laws is not denied, and could not be." 28
VII. STATE COMPACTS
The quantity of water available to Montana users depends on a variety of
2
factors, including the need for water in other states." For example, in Montana
v. Wyomnng, the U.S. Supreme Court held that an appropriator may increase
water consumption "so long as he makes no change in acreage irrigated or
amount of water diverted.".. The Court held that appropriators in Wyoming
did not breach the Yellowstone River Compact between Montana and Wyoming when they altered irrigation techniques to use water more efficiently by
reducing runoff and seepage back into the river.'"' Overruling Montana's exception to the Special Master's report, the Court held that Montana failed to
state a claim, finding that the Compact did not prohibit the new, more efficient
system as long as the water conserved was used for the same acreage as in 1950,
the time of the compact.' The compact incorporated rights of the users of the
river system under the Doctrine of Appropriation."' Montana claimed that Wyoming increased its water use by switching from flood irrigation to sprinkler
irrigation and that less water reaches Montana because the sprinkler irrigation
system increased crop consumption of water, decreasing the runoff back into
the river.'"

VIII. MINIMUM STREAM FLOW
Although prior appropriations did not offer protection of in-stream flows
in water ways, modern law has begun to offer such protection in the West.
Moreover, the history of Montana reveals a philosophy and tradition of protecting in-stream flows in the waters within its borders. The Montana Constitution
played a significant role in providing protection for wildlife, in-stream flows, and
public access of waterways. Persistent disagreement between wildlife and recreation advocates who want to protect in-stream flow and appropriators shows
that issues of use go beyond whose claim is senior. The disagreements include
philosophical debates about the best use of resources and the legal doctrines
that effectuate these uses. For example, beneficial use under the prior appropriation approach does not focus on benefits to society but, rather, on benefits
to the individual seeking to use the water. Leaving a resource untouched in its
natural setting seems to be harder than active consumptive use, as the protections of in-stream water flows is a fairly recent development.
Historically, the West's water laws and practices evolved to promote "offstream use"-taking water out of stream channels. The laws were weighted
toward the individual's right to remove water from a stream for private gain,

128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.

Id.
Montana v. Wyoming, 563 U.S. 368, 372, 378 (2011).
Id. at 379.
Id. at 384.
Id. at 371,383.
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which often came at the expense of the public good of leaving water in rivers
to support ecological, aesthetic, and recreational values. As economies across
the West surged, screams were dammed, ditched, and diverted until their beds
were nearly bare. Many rivers became toxic trickles because they didn't carry
enough volume to dilute poisons and flush themselves clean."
The Montana Supreme Court recognizes the Montana Department of Fish,
Wildlife and Parks' duty to "represent the public interests in regard to recreational use of Montana waters."1 7 The court noted the Montana Constitution's
recognition of in-stream, recreational use of Montana waters, by quoting the
Constitution's statement that "[a]ll ... waters within the boundaries of the state
are the property of the state for use of its people."'" In 2011, the Montana
Supreme Court articulated an even more emphatic statement of the rights of
Montanans to use the waters of the state for recreation in Montana 7out Un33
lmited v. Beaverhead Water Company.
The court stated that the people own
the waters of the state, "[the waters in Montana are the property of the State of
Montana for the use of its people. Under the Montana Constitution and the
public trust doctrine, the public owns an instream, non-diversionary right to the
recreational use of the State's navigable surface waters."'"
Numerous provisions of Montana law mention in-stream flows." For example, the code extends statutory protection of in-stream flows in some cases
to "protect, maintain, or enhance streamnflows to benefit the fishery resource"'
and a "temporary change in appropriation rights to maintain or enhance instream flow to benefit the fishery resource.".. The Montana Supreme Court
recognizes the right to access waters for the purpose of recreation such as hunting and fishing."' Complementarily, the state protects the public's right to access
rivers.'" For example, bridge crossings on the Ruby River allow the public to
access waters for fishing and floating."' The Montana Supreme Court also recognizes the use of water as a public use under the state constitution." In the
1897 case Fitzpatick v. Mongomery, the court upheld a jury award of $150
($4,199.25 in 2016 dollars)' 8 against a miner who allowed waste to ruin a stream
designated for agricultural purposes."' Defendant operated a placer mine above
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plaintiffs property.' Plaintiff alleged that the defendant negligently operated
the mine, causing debris to flow down and destroy his agricultural property.'
The court held the miner violated a common law principle against destruction
of neighboring land by debris' because use of water resources is not allowed
3
for uses that destroy the lands of others.' The court recognized that appropriated use of water does not amount to ownership because "the use of water in
3
this state is declared by the constitution to be a public use."' Again, the court
reasoned that doctrine of appropriation in Montana limits the beneficial use of
water to uses that have a useful purpose, and a negligent, harmful use falls out55
side the appropriation doctrine.
In Montana Trout Unhmited v. Beaverhead Water Co., the court addressed whether an entity other than the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife
and Parks had standing to object to a water right by citing the amount of water
available for recreational use."' In its discussion, the court reinforced the public's constitutional right to access water in Montana."' The court held that since
the waters of Montana are held in public trust for the benefit of the people of
the state, Montana Trout Unlimited "has a sufficient ownership interest in water
or its use to demonstrate 'good cause' to require the Water Court to hold a
hearing or hearings on its objections under § 85-2-223, MCA."
IX. PUBLIC TRUST DoCTRINE

&

'

The public trust doctrine is an ancient principle of Anglo-American law'
that recognizes the fiduciary duty of the government to its citizens to protect
water resources and other resources.' Professor Joseph L. Sax heralded and
garnered attention for the doctrine in the United States, beginning with his famous 1970 article in the Michigan Law Review, "The Public Trust Doctrine in
6
Natural Resource Law: Effective Judicial Intervention."
The Montana Constitution and the Montana Supreme Court recognize the
public trust doctrine. In Galt v. State by & through Dep't of Fish, Wildlife
Parks, the court held that the trust grants public ownership in water except for
water in the beds and banks of streams."' The court also noted that "the public
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has the right to use the water for recreational purposes and minimal use of underlying and adjoining real estate essential to enjoyment of its ownership in water, there is no attendant right that such use be as convenient, productive, and
comfortable as possible."6 3 Judicial decisions and scholarship developed the
concept of the Public Trust Doctrine, which establishes that "navigable waters
are preserved for the public use, and that the state is responsible for protecting
the public's right to the use."'. Generally regarded as a matter of state law," the
doctrine presents a general principle of protection of waters, even to the point
of unwinding transactions shown to be contrary to the public interest.' Professor Michelle Bryan detailed the evolution of state public trust doctrines and
recommended steps for Western states to bring water laws into alignment, suggesting that "agencies must assess how proposed water appropriations will impact the public trust, and appropriators must understand that the trust limits
their private rights of use."'6
X.

FUTURE CHALLENGES

Montana grappled with the issue of short supply of water well before it
achieved statehood. Not surprisingly, the intricacies and inconsistencies of judicial, legislative, administrative, and constitutional considerations continue to
pose challenges for the people and the economy. The prior appropriation doctrine has drawn criticism, often on the issue of waste, with opponents finding:
The problem is that the appropriation doctrine seemingly rewards inefliciency
or at least does not reward efficient use. Although the prior appropriations
doctrine does not grant an irrigator right to waste water, efficiency has never
been the standard. Under the traditional understanding of the prior appropiation doctrine, no incentive to conserve existed at the time the initial diversion
was made. Since the water was free, appropriators had no reason to build efficient irrigation systems. 168
Today, the demand for water farexceeds the demand of the 1850s.'" Moreover, the supply of water is dwindling, raising concerns about the supply of clean
drinking water"' The need for in-stream flow to protect endangered species and
water quality adds pressure for the modern water appropriation schemes, as:
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Strict adherence to the prior appropriation doctrine can and has resulted in a
water development scheme that at times dries up a source of supply or diverts
most of the flows of a stream to another region. Under this scheme, one rarely
finds a balance struck between water development and the value to society of
instream flows, endangered species, water quality, or the needs of the area of
origin.
XI. CONCLUSION
Most of the West has been facing drought for years, straining the supply of
water despite advances in policy and techniques for conservation. The risk of
insufficient water supplies is both real and sobering. For example, California
has over-allocated surface waters, with the result that the water rights exceed the
average runoff, in some cases, rights exceed the water available by five to ten
times.'
The current challenges in the Western United States are likely to continue.' Despite the beauty of green mountain scenery and clear brooks on rock
riverbeds, the reality is that Montana, like the Western water system in general,
faces increasing challenges to water supply and effective water resource management. Water management will always be an important function of state govm
ernment and will continue to pose challenges for water managers meeting the
need for a sustainable economy and a clean and healthful environment.
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